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ABSTRACT

Finding out the computational redundant part of a trained Deep Neural Network (DNN) is the key question that pruning algorithms target on. Many algorithms try to predict the model performance of the pruned sub-nets by introducing various evaluation methods. But they are either inaccurate or very complicated for general application. In this work, we present a pruning method called Fast Neural Network Pruning (FNNP), in which a simple yet efficient evaluation component called adaptive-BN-based evaluation is applied to unveil a strong correlation between different pruned DNN structures and their final settled accuracy. This strong correlation allows us to fast spot the pruned candidates with the highest potential accuracy without actually fine-tuning them. FNNP does not require any extra regularization or supervision introduced to a common DNN training pipeline but still can achieve better accuracy than many carefully-designed pruning methods. In the experiments of pruning MobileNet V1 and ResNet-50, FNNP outperforms all compared methods by up to 3.8%. Even in the more challenging experiments of pruning the compact model of MobileNet V1, our FNNP achieves the highest accuracy of 70.9% with an overall 50% operations (FLOPs) pruned. All accuracy data are Top-1 ImageNet classification accuracy. Source code and models are accessible to open-source community.

1 INTRODUCTION

Deep Neural Network (DNN) pruning aims to reduce computational redundancy from a full model with an allowed accuracy range. Pruned models usually result in a smaller energy or hardware resource budget and, therefore, are especially meaningful to the deployment to power-efficient frontend systems. However, how to trim off the parts of a network that make little contribution to the model accuracy is no trivial question.

DNN pruning can be considered as a searching problem. The searching space consists of all legitimate pruned networks, which in this work are referred to as sub-nets or pruning candidates. In such space, how to obtain the sub-net with the highest accuracy with reasonably small searching efforts is the core of the pruning task.

Particularly, an evaluation process can be commonly found in existing pruning algorithm pipelines. Such a process preempts the potential of sub-nets so that the best pruning candidate can be selected to deliver the final pruning strategy. For example, Filter Pruning (Li et al., 2016) makes the decision of pruning strategy based on accuracies of sub-nets without fine-tuning, which is called sensitivity analysis. The advantage of using an evaluation module is saving time because training all sub-nets to convergence for comparison can be very time-consuming and hence impractical.

However, we found that the evaluation methods in existing works are sub-optimal. Concretely, they are either inaccurate or complicated. By saying “inaccurate”, it means the winning sub-nets from the evaluation process do not necessarily deliver high accuracy when they converge (Li et al., 2016; He et al., 2018c). This will be quantitatively proved in Section 4 with a proposed correlation index. To our knowledge, we are the first to introduce correlation-based analysis for sub-net selection in pruning tasks. Moreover, we

1 https://github.com/anonymous47823493/FNNP
demonstrate that the reason such evaluation is inaccurate is the use of sub-optimal statistical values for Batch Normalization (BN) layers. In this work, we use a so-called “adaptive BN” trick to fix the issue and effectively reach a higher correlation for our proposed evaluation process.

By saying “complicated”, it points to the fact that the evaluation process in some works relies on tricky or heavy components such as a reinforcement learning agent (He et al., 2018c), auxiliary network training (Liu et al., 2019b), knowledge distillation (Luo et al., 2017), generative adversarial learning (Lin et al., 2019) and so on. These methods require careful hyper-parameter tuning or separately training auxiliary models. These requirements make it potentially difficult to repeat the results and these pruning methods can be time-consuming due to their high algorithmic complexity.

The above-mentioned issues in current works motivate us to propose a better pruning algorithm that equips with a faster and more accurate sub-net evaluation mechanism, which eventually provides state-of-the-art pruning performance. The main novelty in this work is described below:

- An automated pruning method is proposed called Fast Neural Network Pruning (FNNP). In this algorithm, we are the first to introduce a correlation-based quantitative analysis to measure the effectiveness of the evaluation process in pruning tasks.
- We propose an evaluation method based on adaptive batch normalization. This method can provide a fast and accurate estimation of the converged accuracy of a pruned model.
- Our proposed FNNP outperforms many complex pruning methods and achieves state-of-the-art performance. In the ResNet-50 experiments, our FNNP outperforms all compared methods by 1.3% to 3.8%. Even in the challenging task of pruning a compact model of MobileNet V1, our FNNP achieves the highest accuracy of 70.9% with an overall 50% operations (FLOPs) pruned. All accuracy data are Top-1 ImageNet classification accuracy.

2 RELATED WORK

As mentioned in the previous section, existing DNN pruning approaches can be considered as efforts from two perspectives: modification of the weight distribution and proposal of different searching methods.

Modification of the weight distribution mainly refers to regularization to the original model parameter distribution for pruning purposes. For example, introduced regularization includes LASSO (Wen et al., 2016) and so on. Our proposed method is orthogonal with this type of technique.

Meanwhile, different searching methods were proposed to spot good pruning candidates. Pruning was mainly handled by hand-crafted heuristics in early time (Li et al., 2016). So a pruned candidate network is obtained by human expertise and evaluated by training it to the converged accuracy, which can be very time consuming considering the large number of plausible sub-nets. Then more automated approaches such as greedy strategy were introduced to save manual efforts (Yang et al., 2018b). More recently, versatile techniques were proposed to achieve automated and efficient pruning strategies such as reinforcement learning (He et al., 2018c), knowledge distillation (He et al., 2018b), generative adversarial learning mechanism (Lin et al., 2019) and so on.

However, two issues that remain in these works, as briefly discussed in Section 1, are an inaccurate evaluation for sub-nets and/or complicated evaluation that slows down the sub-net selection.

Our work is also related to AutoML, especially neural architecture search (NAS). Recently, there has been a growing interest in developing algorithmic solutions to automate the manual process of architecture design. Notable works are (Zoph & Le, 2017; Real et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019a; Cai et al., 2019a; Guo et al., 2019; Chu et al., 2019b). But all these methods are not combined with pre-trained weight, i.e., they separate the network architecture and network parameter. This contradicts our knowledge that some tasks have to be pre-trained by ImageNet.

3 METHODOLOGY

A typical neural network training and pruning pipeline is generalized and visualized in Figure 1. Pruning is normally applied to a trained full-size network for redundancy removal purposes. An evaluation process is then followed up to select the pruned sub-net with the best accuracy potential.
Such a winner sub-net is optionally fine-tuned to gain accuracy back from losing parameters in the trimmed filters. In this work, we focus on structured filter pruning approaches, which can be generally formulated as

\[
(\mathbf{r}_1, \mathbf{r}_2, ..., \mathbf{r}_L)^* = \arg \min_{\mathbf{r}_1, \mathbf{r}_2, ..., \mathbf{r}_L} \mathcal{L}(\mathcal{A}(\mathbf{r}_1, \mathbf{r}_2, ..., \mathbf{r}_L; \mathbf{w}))
\]

s.t. \( \mathcal{C} < \text{constraints} \) (1)

where \( \mathcal{L} \) is the loss function and \( \mathcal{A} \) is the neural network model. \( r_l \) is the pruning ratio applied to the \( l^{th} \) layer. During the evaluation process, given some constraints \( \mathcal{C} \) such as targeted amount of parameters, operations or execution latency, a group of pruning candidates can be evaluated to pick a pruning ratio combination \( (r_1, r_2, ..., r_L)^* \), also referred as a pruning strategy, that allows the highest possible inference accuracy once applied to the full-size network. All pruning candidates form a searching space and the evaluation module assesses the returned sub-nets from some searching method, and deliver the winner candidate to the optional final fine-tuning step.

### 3.1 Motivation

In many published approaches \cite{He2018, Li2016} in this domain, pruning candidates compare with each other in terms of evaluation accuracy. The sub-nets with higher evaluation accuracy are selected and expected to also deliver high accuracy after fine-tuning. However, we realize this is not necessarily true, especially considering a particular example that a pruned network, which delivers only 0.5% top-1 accuracy, can provide 65% fine-tuned accuracy. We wonder how strong the low-range evaluation accuracy is positively related to the final converged accuracy. Why does the evaluation process in these methods suffer from such massive performance degradation? The above questions triggered our investigation into the commonly used evaluation process, which is called vanilla evaluation in this work.

Interestingly, we found that it is the batch normalization layer that largely affects the evaluation. Without fine-tuning, pruning candidates have parameters that are a subset of those in the full-size model. So the layer-wise feature map data are also affected by the changed model dimensions. However, vanilla evaluation still uses Batch Normalization (BN) inherited from the full-size model. The out-dated statistical values of BN layers eventually drag down the evaluation accuracy to a surprisingly low range and, more importantly, break the correlation between evaluation accuracy and the final converged accuracy of the pruning candidates in the strategy searching space. Fine-tuning all pruning candidates and then compare them is an accurate way to carry out the evaluation, however, it is very time-consuming to do the training-based evaluation for even single-epoch fine-tuning due to the large scale of the searching space. We give quantitative analysis later in this section to demonstrate this point.

Firstly, to quantitatively demonstrate the idea of vanilla evaluation and the problems that come with it, we symbolize the original BN \cite{Ioffe2015} as below:

\[
y = \gamma \frac{x - \mu}{\sqrt{\sigma^2 + \epsilon}} + \beta,
\]

(2)
Figure 2: Visualization of distances of BN statistics in terms of mean values. Each pixel refers to the distance of one BN moving mean of a channel in MobileNetV1. Left: $\|\mu_T - \mu_{val}\|_2$, distance between global statistics and the true values. Right: distance between the adaptive-BN statistics and the true values $\|\hat{\mu}_T - \mu_{val}\|_2$.

Where $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are trainable scale and bias terms. $\epsilon$ is a term with small value to avoid zero division.

For a mini-batch with size $N$, the statistical values of $\mu$ and $\sigma^2$ are calculated as below:

$$
\mu_B = E[x_B] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i,
$$

$$
\sigma^2_B = \text{Var}[x_B] = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - \mu_B)^2.
$$

During training, $\mu$ and $\sigma^2$ are calculated with the moving mean and variance:

$$
\mu_t = m\mu_{t-1} + (1-m)\mu_B,
$$

$$
\sigma^2_t = m\sigma^2_{t-1} + (1-m)\sigma^2_B,
$$

where $m$ is the momentum coefficient and subscript $t$ refers to the number of training iterations. In a typical training pipeline, if the total number of training iteration is $T$, $\mu_T$ and $\sigma^2_T$ are used in testing phase. These two items are called global BN statistics, where “global” refers to the full-size model.

As briefly mentioned before, the vanilla evaluation used in He et al., 2018c; Li et al., 2016) apply global BN statistics to the pruned networks to fast evaluate their accuracy potential, which we think leads to the low-range accuracy and unfair candidate selection. If the global BN statistics are out-dated to the sub-nets, we should re-calculate $\mu_T$ and $\sigma^2_T$ with adaptive values by conducting a few iterations of inference on part of the training set, which essentially adapts the BN statistical values to the pruned network connections. Concretely, we freeze all the network parameters while resetting the moving average statistics. Then, we update the moving statistics by a few iterations of forward-propagation, using Equation 4, but without backward propagation. We note the adaptive BN statistics as $\hat{\mu}_T$ and $\hat{\sigma}^2_T$.

We consider BN statistics calculated on validation data as the true statistics, noted as $\mu_{val}$ and $\sigma^2_{val}$. We expect $\hat{\mu}_T$ and $\hat{\sigma}^2_T$ to be as close as possible to the true BN statistics values so they could deliver close computational results. So we attempt to visualize the distance of BN statistical values gained from different evaluation methods. Here, we show the mean values as an example in Figure 2. The mean value distance between global statistics and the true values can be formulated as $\|\mu_T - \mu_{val}\|_2$, which is visualized in Figure 2 left. The distance between the mean values sampled from adaptive BN and the true values can be formulated as $\|\hat{\mu}_T - \mu_{val}\|_2$, which is visualized in Figure 2 right. The visual observation shows that adaptive BN provides closer statistical values to the true values while global BN is way further. A possible explanation is that the global BN statistics are out-dated and not adapted to the pruned network connections. So they mess up the inference accuracy during evaluation for the pruned networks.

3.2 Correlation Measurement

As mentioned before, a “good” evaluation process in the pruning pipeline should present a strong positive correlation between the evaluated pruning candidates and their corresponding converged accuracy. Here, we compare two different evaluation methods, adaptive-BN-based and vanilla evaluation, and study their correlation with the fine-tuning-based evaluation. So we symbolize a vector of accuracy for all pruning candidates in the searching space (Figure 3) separately using the above three evaluation methods as $X_1$, $X_2$, $Y$ correspondingly.
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Figure 3: Fast Neural Network Pruning (FNNP) Workflow

Figure 3 visually illustrates the relation among \(X_1, X_2, Y\). Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) ([Soper et al., 1917]) \(\rho(X, Y)\) is firstly tried to compare the correlation between \(\rho(X_1, Y)\) and \(\rho(X_2, Y)\). Apparently, \(\rho(X_1, Y)\), shown in Figure 4 right, form a clearer trend (solid line) while the \(\rho(X_2, Y)\) (Figure 4 left) is less trendy, which is also proved by the quantitative difference between \(\rho(X_1, Y) = 0.757\) and \(\rho(X_2, Y) = 0.204\). However, we emphasize a positive correlation between accuracy vectors and particularly care about the correlation about samples with high (top-\(k\)) accuracy in pruning tasks. Therefore, we propose a correlation metric as the following:

\[
\phi_{XY}(k) = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \min\left( \frac{k}{\text{find}(X, Y[i])} - 1, 1 \right),
\]

where \(Y[i]\) denotes the \(i\)-th best accuracy in \(Y\). The function \(\text{find}(X, Y[i])\) tries to insert the \(Y[i]\) into the sorted \(X\) and returns its ranking. If the ranking is outside top \(k\), the \(\min(\ast)\) function caps the fraction of \(\frac{k}{\text{find}(X, Y[i])}\) with 1, otherwise the fraction item itself that accumulates within the range of \(1 \leq i \leq k\). The intuition of Equation 5 is to highlight the matched high accuracy samples in both variables \(X\) and \(Y\) while ignoring the negative correlation as it is not expected trends in any evaluation process of pruning tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\phi_{X_1, Y}(5))</th>
<th>(\phi_{X_2, Y}(5))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.398</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Positive correlation quantified by \(\phi_{XY}(k)\). Adaptive-BN-based evaluation largely improves the correlation compared to vanilla evaluation.

We calculated the proposed correlation coefficient with different pruning rates as shown in the first column in Table 1. The correlation from the adaptive-BN-based evaluation exceeds vanilla-evaluation-based methods by up to 0.418. Compared to vanilla experiments, the pruning candidates that gain high accuracy in the adaptive-BN-based evaluation are more likely to also perform well after fine-tuning. More correlation analysis can be found in Section 4.

3.3 Fast Neural Network Pruning Algorithm

Based on the discussion about the accurate evaluation process in pruning, we now present the overall workflow of our Fast Neural Network Pruning (FNNP) framework in Figure 3. Our pruning pipeline contains three parts, pruning strategy generation, filter pruning, and adaptive-BN-based evaluation.

**Strategy generation** outputs pruning strategies in the form of layer-wise pruning rate vectors like \((r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_L)\) for a \(L\)-layer model. The generation process follows pre-defined constraints such as inference latency, a global reduction of operations (FLOPs) or parameters and so on. Concretely, it randomly samples \(L\) real numbers from a given range \([0, R]\) to form a pruning strategy, where \(r_i\)
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Figure 4: Correlation between fine-tuning accuracy and inference accuracy gained from vanilla evaluation (left), adaptive-BN-based evaluation (right) based on MobileNet V1 experiments on ImageNet Top-1 classification results.

denotes the pruning ratio for the $l^{th}$ layer. $R$ is the largest pruning ratio applied to a layer. Additionally, this module is replaceable and hence updatable. Though other strategy generation methods can be considered such as evolutionary algorithm, we found that a simple random sampling is good enough for the entire pipeline to quickly yield pruning candidates with state-of-the-art accuracy.

Filter pruning process prunes the full-size trained model according to the generated pruning strategy from the previous module. Similar to a normal filter pruning method, the filters are firstly ranked according to their $L1$-norm and the $r_l$ of the least important filters are trimmed off permanently. The sampled pruning candidates from the searching space are ready to be delivered to the next evaluation stage after this process.

The adaptive-BN-based candidate evaluation module provides a BN statistics adaptation and fast evaluation to the pruned candidates handed over from the previous module. Given a pruned network, it freezes all learnable parameters and traverses through a small amount of data in the training set to calculate the adaptive BN statistics $\hat{\mu}$ and $\hat{\sigma}^2$. In practice, we sampled 1/55 of the total training set for 50 iterations in our ImageNet experiments, which takes only 10-ish seconds in a single Nvidia 2080 Ti GPU. Next, this module evaluates the performance of the candidate networks on a small part of training set data, called sub-validation set, and picks the top ones in the accuracy ranking as winner candidates. The correlation analysis presented in Section 4 guarantees the effectiveness of this process. After a fine-tuning process, the winner candidates are finally delivered as outputs.

4 EXPERIMENTS

As we claimed in previous sections, adaptive-BN-based evaluation allows a more efficient and effective pruning performance compared to existing methods. Section 4.1 shows the efficiency of the adaptive-BN-based evaluation and Section 4.2 presents the high pruning performance (effectiveness) of our FNNP algorithm. Both efficiency and effectiveness of our method are proposed through comparisons with existing state-of-the-art approaches.

This part involves pruning experiments on a compact model MobileNetV1 (Howard et al., 2017) and a larger model ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016) with various pruning rates. All experiments are based on the ImageNet dataset, which is a large-scale image classification dataset with 1000 classes containing about 1.28M training images and 50K validation images. We evaluate the pruning candidates on sub-validation set, which contains 10000 images, 10 for each class, randomly obtained from the original ImageNet training set.

4.1 EFFICIENCY OF FNNP COMPARED TO STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS

Our proposed pruning evaluation based on adaptive BN turn the prediction of subnet accuracy into a very fast and reliable process, so our FNNP is much less time-consuming to complete the entire pruning pipeline than other heavy evaluation based algorithms. In this part, we compare the execution cost for various state-of-the-art pruning algorithms to demonstrate the efficiency of our method.

Table 2 compares the computational costs of picking the best pruning strategy among 1000 potential pruning candidates. As ThiNet (Luo et al., 2017) and Filter Pruning (Li et al., 2016) require manually assigning layer-wise pruning ratio, The final GPU hours are the estimation of completing the pruning
Figure 5: Vanilla vs. adaptive-BN evaluation: Correlation between evaluation and fine-tuning accuracy with different pruning ratios (MobileNet V1 on ImageNet classification Top-1 results)

Table 2: Comparison of computation costs of various pruning methods in the task where all pruning methods are executed to find the best pruning strategy from 1000 potential strategies (candidates).

4.2 Effectiveness of FNNP Compared to State-of-the-Art Methods

Firstly, we show more details about the correlation between evaluated accuracy and fine-tuning accuracy for adaptive-BN-based and vanilla evaluation separately in different pruning rates. Each vertical pair of sub-figures in Figure 5 shows the above comparison in a particular pruning rate marked at the column top. Noticeably, the X axis presents a much smaller value range in vanilla evaluation sub-figures because, as analyzed in Section 3, the global BN statistical values messed up the inference accuracy while the adaptive BN allows pruning candidates to fall into a reasonably higher accuracy range. The correlations for our adaptive-BN-based evaluation are 0.42, 0.15 and 0.36 higher than the vanilla evaluation in 75%, 62.5%, and 50% pruning rates separately.

Secondly, we compare our method with state-of-the-art methods on MobileNetV1 and ResNet-50 to prove its effectiveness. FNNP outperforms all of our tested methods in all experiments.

**ResNet** We compare the top-1 accuracy of ResNet-50 on ImageNet under different FLOPs constraints. For each FLOPs constraint (3G, 2G, and 1G), 1000 pruning strategies are generated. Then the adaptive-BN-based evaluation method is applied to each candidate. We just fine-tune the top-2 candidates and return the best as delivered pruned model. It is shown that FNNP outperforms other methods under the constraints listed in Table 3.

ThiNet [Luo et al., 2017] prunes the channels uniformly for each layer other than finding an optimal pruning strategy, which hurts the performance significantly. Meta-Pruning [Liu et al., 2019b] trains an auxiliary network called “PruningNet” to predict the weights of the pruned model. But the
adopted vanilla evaluation may mislead the searching of the pruning strategies. As shown in Table 3, our FNNP algorithm outperform all compared methods given different pruned network targets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operations (FLOPs) after pruning Method</th>
<th>FLOPs</th>
<th>Top1-Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThiNet-70 [Liu et al., 2019b]</td>
<td>2.9G</td>
<td>75.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AutoSlim [Yu &amp; Huang, 2019]</td>
<td>3.0G</td>
<td>76.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-Pruning [Liu et al., 2019b]</td>
<td>3.0G</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNNP</td>
<td>3.0G</td>
<td>77.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75 × ResNet-50 [He et al., 2016]</td>
<td>2.3G</td>
<td>74.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinet-50 [Luo et al., 2017]</td>
<td>2.1G</td>
<td>74.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AutoSlim [Yu &amp; Huang, 2019]</td>
<td>2.0G</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP [He et al., 2017]</td>
<td>2.0G</td>
<td>73.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGM [He et al., 2018b]</td>
<td>2.31G</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFP [He et al., 2018b]</td>
<td>2.32G</td>
<td>74.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBN [You et al., 2019]</td>
<td>1.79G</td>
<td>75.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP [Lin et al., 2018]</td>
<td>2.24G</td>
<td>72.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCP [Zhuang et al., 2018]</td>
<td>1.77G</td>
<td>74.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-Pruning [Liu et al., 2019b]</td>
<td>2.0G</td>
<td>75.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNNP</td>
<td>2.0G</td>
<td>76.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 × MobileNetV1 [Howard et al., 2017]</td>
<td>1.1G</td>
<td>72.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMC [He et al., 2018c]</td>
<td>1.2G</td>
<td>72.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetAdapt [Yang et al., 2018b]</td>
<td>1.0G</td>
<td>74.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-Pruning [Liu et al., 2019b]</td>
<td>1.0G</td>
<td>73.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNNP</td>
<td>1.0G</td>
<td>74.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparisons of ResNet-50 and other pruning methods

MobileNet MobileNets are more challenging to prune on large datasets like ImageNet as they are already very compact. We compare the top-1 ImageNet classification accuracy under the same FLOPs constraint (about 280M FLOPs). 1500 pruning strategies are generated with this FLOPs constraint. Then adaptive-BN-based evaluation is applied to each candidate. After fine-tuning the top-2 candidates, the pruning candidate that returns the highest accuracy is selected as the final output.

AMC [He et al., 2018c] trains their pruning strategy decision agent based on the pruned model without fine-tuning, which may lead to a problematic selection on the candidates. NetAdapt [Yang et al., 2018b] searches for the pruning strategy based on a greedy algorithm, which may drop into a local optimum. It is shown that FNNP achieves the best performance among all studied methods again in this task (see Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>FLOPs</th>
<th>Top1-Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.75 × MobileNetV1 [Howard et al., 2017]</td>
<td>325M</td>
<td>68.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMC [He et al., 2018c]</td>
<td>285M</td>
<td>70.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetAdapt [Yang et al., 2018b]</td>
<td>284M</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-Pruning [Liu et al., 2019b]</td>
<td>281M</td>
<td>70.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNNP</td>
<td>284M</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparisons of MobileNetV1 and other pruning methods

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented our FNNP framework, in which a fast and accurate evaluation based on adaptive batch normalization is proposed. To quantitatively show the advantages of this module over other methods, a correlation coefficient is proposed. Our experiments show the efficiency and effectiveness of our FNNP method by delivering better pruning performance than our studied approaches.

Apart from the study shown in this work, we believe our adaptive-BN-based evaluation module is general enough to plug-in and improve existing works. For example, the “short-term fine-tune” block in [Yang et al., 2018a] can be seamlessly replaced by our adaptive-BN-based module for a faster sub-net selection. [He et al., 2018c] may also efficiently train its reinforcement learning agent with the winner pruning candidates generated from our adaptive-BN-based evaluation module. On the other side, our pipeline can also be upgraded by existing methods such as the evolutionary algorithm used in [Liu et al., 2019b] to improve the basic random strategy.
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